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to G o r m a n , G a e t h , N o la n , L e u d tk e ,
Barrows Names Milwaukeeans
Act as Patrons of
61 Students to Lawrence Choir D is h e r , R id g w a y M o s t H a n d s o m e
New Honor Roll I
Eleven prominent Milwaukee per
ns w ill act as patrons of the Law 
rence college A Cappella Choir
w h in it appears In concert at the
Pabst theater in Milwaukee Satur
day evening, March 7. Those acting
in this capacity w ill be Mr. Walter
Kasten, Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Baird, Mr. and Mrs. A. Lester Slo
cum, Dr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Briggs, Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Doll,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lee C. Rasey.
The celebrated 65-voice organiza
tion, under the direction of Carl J.
Waterman w ill be at the Pabst as
the first stop on its annual spring
tour, during which it w ill present
six concerts in four cities. The
group, among which vare a dozen
Milwaukeeans, has in the past sev
eral years gained outstanding rec
ognition from prominent persons In
the field of music for its versatil
ity and its clarity and forcefulness
of tonal quality.

New President

■

This Is Fourth Annual Election of Handsome
Men and Is Sponsored by the Lawrentian

Here they are—at long last, the
results of the Lawrentian-sponsored
election, held in convocation last
Monday, to determine which, in the
critical eyes of the guis, are the six
handsomest men on campus. . . .
Sixty one students have been
George Carmen. John Disher,
named to the scholastic honor roll
tor the first semester, it was an
Keith Ridgway, Bill Nolan, Wilbert
nounced today by President Thomas
The Lawrence college band, un Luedke, and Dick Gaeth—there you
I B a r r o w s . Sixteen students had
der the direction of Mr. E. C. Moore, have them, all in one breath. They
perfect grade averages, nine of
are the women’s choice for G lam 
them being in the senior class. The
plans to present a concert to the our in pants. Four of them were
honor roll includes the top ten per
general public on Thursday, March last year's beauties; Gaeth
and
cent in each class.
5.
Luedke are 1942 additions.
The following is the list of stu
fill« cutcvii; *r''! Vf* the first
Tall, dark and smooth, George
dents on the honor roll:
public appearance of the entire Garman is a Phi Delt, and a fourSeniors: Jean Adriansen, Richard
band. Although Lawrence is noted year Handsome Man tradition. He
Calkins, Alice Engle, Janet Fullinfor its excellent conservatory, band has been active and prominent in
!Widcr, Joan Glasow, Betty Linquist.
work has been shamefully neglected student affairs, and this year was
Mello Pifher, Madeleine Simmons,
until the present time. The band all-college Pep chairman.
He re
and Betty Webber.
now consists of about 40 pieces and cently received an appointment to
Juniors: David Austin, Marjorie
it is to be hoped that after the con West Point. He is a mainstay of the
Parkins. Shirley
Nblson, Albert
cert more students will consider se A Cappella; you can see him most
Wlckesberg. Richard Elias, Dorothy
riously the thought of joining.
anytime, on his way to or from
¡enorth, Carol Heth, Maurine
Tw* Soloists
WHBY, or choir practice, or in the
Gerry
Grady
npbell, Sallie Rothchild, Laura
The concert program includes two Ariel office.
*tz, Jeanne Foote and Roberta
symphony
numbers,
one
a
collection
Produce First Two
John Disher. Beta Theta Pi, is a
of light Hungarian themes, and the dramatics star and played a lead
faili.
Sophomores
other a composition by Tschaikows- part in the recent production of
Plays Friday, March 6
Sophmores: Carolyn O'Connor,
ky. Symphony in F Minor.
“Ladies in Retirement.”
tetsy Ross, Betty Jane Larsen, Ruth
Two soloists are members of the
Each member of Ted Cloak’s play
Keith Ridgway, Beta Theta Pi. is
ields, Eleanor Napier, Marjorie production class w ill direct a one
band. Bob Sager and Bob Stroetz noted chiefly for his glamour and
i,
John Williams, Mary Louise
act play this semester. These plays
Mr. Moore has arranged that each his girl. He also is an upstanding
W illiam Hamlin, Marilyn Do- w ill be presented <*** the stage in
demonstrate his prowess in a musi member of the A Cappella.
aerty, Nancy Holman, Lawrence room 42 of Main hall.
cal novelty number. The polka.
Black Fur Coat
ns. Elizabeth Mansfield, James
"Bride of the Waves.” features Bob
Naomi Coumbe and Alice Kemp
B ill Nolan. Phi Delta Theta. is the
ich and Dorothy Steele.
w ill produce their plays Friday eve
Sager
as
the
cornet
soloist,
and
the
man you saw wearing the big black
New Prexy Promises
Freshmen: Charlotte Mix, Robert ning. March 6. Lights, scenery and
trombone
solo in
the waltz, fur coat, during the sub-zero spell
irton. Philip Rice. Robert Carter, special stage effects built specific
“Thoughts
of
Love.”
is
taken
by
Bob
To Fulfill Thoughts
we had.
KUla Vandersttmpel, Norma Crow, ally for that stage w ill be used for
Stroetz. A number of marches and
Gaeth. Delta Tau Delta, runs
>bert Curry, Stanley Kock, TJiWe tlit entitf
He Expressed in Speech light concert numbers completea the theDickcampus
employment office,
olb, Dete Notaras, Robert Hla“They That Mourn” by Grant
program.
' helps W ally Patten w rit* hit son*'«,
vacek. Georg iana Moore, Barbara Wood and Jewell Tull w ill be giv
Although the date for the per
Friday, February 20. Gerry Grady
Small. Betty Kinder, Dudley Dalton, en by Naomi. Jeanne Tyler has was elected by a margin of 25 votes formance has been set at March 5, and sings with the tenors in the
choir.
A rd ith MacDonald, Rachel Mussel- been cast as Elmira Johns; Jean
it may have to be changed because
Wilbert Luedke
(for heaven's
m an, Barbara Hobbs, Evan Dever, Pond supports her in the role of to the office of student body presi of unforeseen conflicts. Watch your
blond
Richard Nelson, Betty Ann Peter- Bertha Cook. Other members of the dent. Since the election he has been next Lawrentian for the definite sake call him Bill) is the
freshman—“blondest man on camp
aon. Margaret Puth, Robert Hart, cast are Walter Schulze as Rex formulating his platform, based on date of the concert.
us.” some one called him. He has
Howard Sauberlich and George Bennett: Robert Herold as John action and reform, into a program
caused many a heart to flutter, but
VanderWeyden.
Simpson: Bob Wilmert as James
more power to him. he seems de
Those students who achieved a Meldon; and Jack Thomas as A r with definite aims and objectives,
termined to crack his books first,
which we will no doubt hear of
perfect grade average are as fol thur Long.
and let the women wait.
lows:
Seniors: Jean Adrianson,
Alice Kemp is directing the one soon. In order to take advantage
And so, Lawrence, those are your
Richard Calkins, Alice Engle, Ja n  act play. ‘‘Sacrifice.” Jim Dite and of the present interest and desire
s!x handsomest!
et Fullinwider, Joan Glasow, Bet Polly Hartquist have the major for action. Gerry will probably be
Practically all the women voted,
ty Linquist, Mello Pifher, Madeleine roles of John and Margaret A n given much responsibility in this
Award Bronze Trophies and as usual it was an exciting race
Simmons, and Betty Webber, Jun derson. Bob Alvis plays the role of j year's government, although Don
for last place between all the fel
iors: David Austin, Marjorie H ark the Bandit. Bob Perschbacher is Frederickson remains the presi
To Top Place Winners lows going steady who weren’t in
ins, Shirley Nelson and Albert Anderson’s assistant. Brown. Bill dent for the entire year.
the doghouse that day.
In his post-election message to
Wickesberg. Sophomores; Carolyn Nolan and Allen Held play the parts
The all college ping-pong tourna
We're sure the campus will ap
the Lawrentians. Gerry states, “I ment will start this week, and all
O ’Connor and Betsy Ross. Fresh of two policemen.
th e 1games must be finished by Sun prove the results, but if for some
These plays are being directed intend to put into action
men: Charlotte Mix.
reason you think it’s fishy because
by students under the direction of thoughts I expressed in my plat- j day March 1, since the finals w ill
your man didn't get it. and you
Ted Cloak, dramatics professor. form and chapel spcech. During th e ; be held on Monday and Tuesday,
They are open to all the students last few weeks many issues and ; March 2 and 3 at the big gym. Six want to count the ballots yourself—
see the editor, and go to it.
and every one is invited to at ideas have been brought forth. A ll j finalists will be determined, one
require consideration. The task is from each fraternity and one from
tend.
now to maintain student interest Brokaw. A ll town men will com Board Meets Today
and act accordingly.
pete at their respective fraternity
There will be a very important
“Student government must dur
houses except the town indepen meeting of the Lawrentian Editori
Colleges of Middle West Candlelight Vespers
ing the next year increase its in 
dents who w ill compete at Brokaw. al Board at 1:00 p. m. this afternoon
fluence. There is a hard Job to do,
SUNDAY 4:45 to 5:15
Both a singles and a doubles tour in Hamer union. A ll the members
And East Send Students Dorothy
and it shall be done. From each
E v a n s .............Organist
nament will be conducted. A ll men arc urged to attend.
Lawrentian I ask cooperation and
Glen Lockery ................ Soloist
Lawrence debaters w ill take part
in school are eligible and small
to
you
I
pledge
to
do
my
best
for
Charlotte
Brooks
.......
Violinist
In the annual Delta Sigma Rho de
bronze trophies w ill be awarded
the
welfare
of
the
student
body.”
bate tournament at the University
to the winners.
of Wisconsin on the weekend of
Play Champa
March 28. in which representatives
In past years it has been the
Saturday. February 28—Basket
from many colleges and universi
custom for the winners of the tour
ball, Beloit, there.
ties of the east and middlewest
nament to play the
defending
Swimming meet, Beloit, here.
w ill participate.
singles champion, and the same
Wrestling, Beloit, there.
The subject which w ill be under
procedure was followed in the dou
Thursday, March 5 — Concert
consideration at this meeting is the
bles. The defending champion this
Band. 8:15, Chapel.
proposed union of the democracies
A hush fell over the banquet hall
Also present were three of last year, however, is Jim Slauson and
Friday, March 8—One act plays.
of the world to establish and m ain
since
he
is
not
in
school
anymore
Saturday. March 7—Mid-West
tain the Roosevelt-Churchill eight and then—amid the soft shine Of year’s Best Loved. They were Elaine the routine w ill have to be varied.
conference swimming meet
points, of the so-called "Atlantic candle light and to the strains of Buesing and Mary Mueller who live Slauson and Knell were the w in
the Minuet, the four Best Loved
and wrestling, here, all day.
Charter.”
ners
of
the
doubles
tournament
here in Appleton and Marian Coo
Wednesday, March 11—Lt. ReiE.
W. Schoenberger, head of thedanced their way into the most
last
year
and
so
the
same
applies.
ley who came up from Rockford,
nemann (for p h y s i c a l
department of speech, who is in thrilling night of their lives here at
Lawrence.
Illinois, and a Best Loved from two
exams).
charge of debate activities, has an
years back, Mary Agnes Sheldon, Mace Group Honors
Aristocratic-looklng
in
their
col
Thursday,
March 12—Lt. Relnenounced that at least four, and pos
onial costumes Hark and Hubbie who is better known on the cam
mann.
sibly more students w ill represent
Trezise at Dinner
led their dames Jo and Sis in turns pus as “Shelly.”
Friday, March 13 — One act
Lawrence at this event.
Representing last year’s Best Lov
and curtsies. It was a moment that
play*.
Members of Mace, men’s honorary
sent the blood tingling through ev ed, “Biz" then gave a toast and society, entertained in honor of
Saturday, March 14 — Scholar
German Club Meets
eryone’s vems. There was a hush presented each one of this year’s Freddie Trezise at a dinner Friday,
ship contest.
Phi Tau Apache Brawl.
W hen the German club met yes until people could recognize them choices with a lovely name-engrav February 20, at Brokaw. Freddie,
ed,
gold,
link
bracelet,
after
which
under
their
powdered
wigs
and
then
Delt houseparty.
who was an honorary member of
terday a song fest was held fea
Swimming meet, Milwaukee
turing the “Schnitzelbank." The a great applause. It was wonderful! Hark, speaking for her cohorts, re the organization, left Saturday for
sponded
and
thanked
them.
When
the
dance
was
finished
the
State Teachers, here.
Tennessee where he has accepted
group assembled at the Union, and
Mrs.
Thomas
Kepler,
the
guest
Best
Loved
returned
to
their
guests
Sunday, March 15 — French
an appointment to the TV A.
refreshments were served. The
speaker,
was
then
introduced
and
and
dinner
was
served.
Approximately 150 students aaw
movie.
meeting was held from 4:30 to 5:30
After dinner, the toastmistress, gave a most apropos and interesting Freddie off at the station Saturday
Thursday, March 19 — M id
Pi m.
Dorien Montz gave a short speech speech on “charm.”
semester grades due.
afternoon.
The evening and all its signific
about the tradition of Best Loved
Spring vacation atarts at 4:30
'V Club to Meet
and welcomed their guests. For ance and tradition was then brought
p. m.
Sunset to Meet
There w ill be a meetirg of the sharing the honor with our Best to a memorable close with the sing
Tuesday, March 24 — Spring
Sunset
w
ill
meet
Wednesday,
ing
of
the
Alma
Mater.
And
now
Loved,
were
Harker’s
sister,
Joyce;
%/ club on Wednesday, March 4,
vacation ends 8 a. m.
In room 11 in Main hall at 1 p. m. Mrs. Glasow; Mrs. Hansen and Hub- one more group of four is added to March 4, In M ain hall instead of Saturday, March 28—Prom.
February
25,
aa
had
been
planned.
the
recording
sheet
of
tradition.
bie’s sister-in-law, Mrs. Hubbard.
AU members are urged to attend.

16 Students Receive
Perfect Grade Averages
For First Semester

College Band
Will Present
Public Concert

Students Will
Direct Plays

^

Elect Grady
President of
Student Body

Hold Ping-Pong
Tourney Here

Debaters to
Enter Meet

Glasow, Harker, Hubbard and
Hansen are Four Best Loved
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Dr. Gilbert to
TeachTraining
Course in Radio
Technical Class
Will Begin Monday
At Lawrence College
Dr. William P. Gilbert, associate
professor of physics at Lawrence

BEST LOVED BY THEIR FELLOW COEDS— W hen the strains of the minuet sounded lost night through Brokaw hall, these
four Lawrence college seniors danced their way into one of the most thrilling moments of their college days. They hod been
chosen by women students on the campus os the best loved in the senior class. W earing the traditional colonial costumes,
they are, left to right, Miss Jean Hubbard, Wauwatosa, Miss Dorothy Hansen, Duluth, M inn., M iss Joan Glasow, Fond du Lac,
ond Miss Betty Harker, Oak Park, III. (Post-Crescent Photo.)

Craftsman to
Gyorgy Sandor Gives Third
Be on Campus Recital in Artist Series
DAYTON GKAFMAN
Fantasy and Fugue and the Liszt
For Three Days BYGyorgy
Sandor, Hungarian pian Sonata as major works projecting
ist, presented the third recital in the his interpretive capabilities.
Artists Series last Tuesday night.
Mr. Sandor appealed to the “usual
Mr. Sandor revealed himself as un cold Appleton audience” by playing
immensely facile pianist. His play
ing is vital and displays a technique the Polka by Shostakovitch, a hu
rarely found in the average pianist. morous little "tid-bit." He thinks
Harold J. Brennan, noted young Sandor used the Bach Chromatic of this number as a “musical joke.”
American craftsman, will be on
In his Chopin playing. Sandor al
the campus of tawrence college ter craftsmen at 9 a. m. in the lows himself to be overcome by his
March 2, 3, and 4, at which time physics lecture room.
otherwise admirable technical fa
Open to Students
be will lecture, demonstrate, and
AH these meetings are open to cility, therefore sacrificing rhythms
consult with students interested in students, and any one interested is and pianissimos. The saíne holds
his art. Mr. Brennan has studied invited to attend the informal dis true for the Ondine by Ravel.
As soon as Mr. Sandor finished
• t the Carnegie Institute of Tech cussions following both demon
nology, Harvard university, and strations and the lecture. Stu the last number on the program, the
dents who wish to try either craft people in the audience who come to
the University of Paris, where in can do so by using the tools which 1
each Artists Series Concert for cur
1938 he held a traveling scholarship Mr. Brennan will have with him. I iosity's sake, or just to be seen,
If
there
is
sufficient
interest
in
at the Institute of Art and Archae
made their usual “break” for the
ology. He has held the Tiffany these crafts, it is possible that th e 1exits! It's a good thing that some
necessary
tools
can
be
obtained
for
people have respect for an artist
Fellowship at the Tiffany Founda
the hubby work shop.
and know enough to ask for en
tion in Oyster Bay, New York.
Monday evening Mr. Brennan' cores.
His art inclines that of the
will be entertained by the faculty I A reception was given by Phf Mu
Jewelry craft* ;tnd work in tooled
at dinner in the small dining room ! Alpha Sinfonía, men’s national m u
leather. He will bring with him
of Brokaw hall and also at the sic fraternity, at Peabody hall d i
JO of his drawings, collection« of
regular faculty luncheon Wednes-1rectly after the concert. Mr. Sandor
Jewelry pieces designed by him.
day noon at Brokaw. There w ill; was complimented by a large crowd.
and a collection of pieces of leath
be an informal discussion after j Refreshments were served.
er craft also of his own design.
each of these. Monday evening the j
These works will be exhibited dur
ing his visit. Mr. Brennan will one topic will be on “Problems of In- ! Good Luck Vikes
clay demonstrate how a piece of , tegration Courses and Synthesizing
Programs."
Jewelry is made and on another
Mr. Brennan is eager to meet the 1
day show how to do leather tooling.
students and discuss with any one,
Students interested may watch the
personal problems or careers in
design and execution as he pro
I some branch of his field. Mr. Walceeds and may if they wish try
1lace Baldingcr w ill arrange for in
their hand at the same work with
dividual meetings with Mr. Bren
the extra tools available. He will
nan.
give illustrated lecture talks on
drawing and its historical develop
ments.
Mr. Brennan, who since
1933 has been associate professor
©f art at Westminster college, has
If its Photography
exhibited much of his jewelry and
metal craft in New York, Pitts
burgh, and Philadelphia.
An exhibit of Mr. Brennan’s
Work* will be held in the alcove
and show case on the second floor
%
of the library and also In the
for every need!
chemistry lecture room where the
DEVELOPING OUTFITS
two demonstrations will be held
No extra charge for
The schedule for Mr. Brennan's
TRIPODS
lectures is as follows:
initialing.
FLASH
BULBS
Monday. March i —Convocation.
Mr. Brennan will explain the pur
REFLECTORS
at
pose of his visit
CAMERAS
FILM
Monday afternoon a practical
demonstration of leather craft,
from 2 to 4 in the chemistry lecture
S U E L F L O W ’S
room.
PHOTO
Tuesday, March S—a demonstra
T R A V EL GOODS
l
i
u
u
n
sh o p
tion of jewelry making from 2 to
227 W. College Ave.
4 in the chemistry lecture room.
213 E. College Ave.
Wednesday, March 4— an illus
trated lecture on drawing and mas-

Harold Brennan, Noted
Crafts man, to Lecture,
Demonstrate His Work

CAMERA
HEADQUARTERS

LUGGAGE

LEATHER GOODS

WE HAVE
IT HERE

If A A II

Barrows Is Speaker
Dr. Thomas N. Barrows, address
ed a forum meeting sponsored by
the Appleton Chamber of Com
merce Wednesday noon. His speech
concerned education in relation to
the war.

college, w ill be the instructor for
a class in radio technician training
being organized by the University
of Wisconsin Extension division for
the federal government. He will be
assisted by Lloyd Root, instructor
at the Appleton Vocational school.
Marshall Graff, representative of
the extension division here, said
the first class w ill be held at 7
o’clock Monday evening at Science
hall and the cHss will continue for
16 weeks, three nights a week in
3-hour sessions.
An organization and registration
meeting will be held at 7 o'clock
Friday night at the vocational
school. The class w ill be limited to
35 students interested in getting
jobs as radio technicians.
To qualify, students must have
had a high school education w ith
at least a year of algebra and a
year of physics. The classes w ill
consist of a 2-hour lecture and an
hour of laboratory work.
Preliminary registration may be
made at the office of the exten
sion division in the Petersen build«
ing on College avenue, Graff said.
Instruction will be offered In
mathematics, electrical theory and
circuit analysis, vacuum tube the
ory, vacuum tube applications, wire
telephony and audio systems. Two
classes starte«* at Green Bay last
night and another opens tonight at
De Pere.
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have tried the rest.
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KDs, Thetas, AD Pis, Pi Phis,
Alpha Chis Initiate Pledges
B Y NAN HOLMAN
/ / q n ime out for I*awrence!”—this terrific pace can't go on forever!
* I So—it seem* this week is the time alloted lo regain bearings be**■ fore the next “advance” on Lawrence’s “sassiety!”
The fellas are a-waitin* for big doin’s in the future and letting the
present slide—Sig Eps are having an “insane" party a week hence—and
we’ll be hearing more about all the extra special fun at the quad come
tw o weeks from now.
Sig Eps had a smoker a week ago Wednesday with alum Bill Master*
son visiting at the house. Delts plan to attend the Congregational church
altogether next Sunday. Phi Taus report a super time at the sleigh ride
last Sunday.
Congratulations to all you new initiates!
Saturday afternoon the KDs initiated 13 girls in the rooms, and after*
wards feted them at a banquet at the Conway. Marion Schmidt, alum,
was there. Mary Ellen Bielfeldt was honored for being best pledge, Ver
ona Monfils for showing greatest
grade
improvements and Ruth
Shields for scholarship (she was
elected assistant treasurer, too).
Other new initiates are Mary Ann
Doring, Rosemary G abrel, Ruth
Greenlee, Katherine Hughey M il
dred King. Jean Koffel, Eleanor
Matson, Shirley Miller, Ruth W il
Dean Paul R. Anderson will re
liams and Aim Wilson.
present Lawrence college at the
Twenty Thetas
Twenty Thetas were initiated conference on pre-induction m ili
Sunday morning at Pan Hell. For tary training to be held under the
dinner they banqueted at the Guest auspices of military studies of the
house. New initiates are Sue Blake, University of Chicago opening at
Jane Brown. Mary Lou Conrad,
Mary Fran Godwin, Gloria Harmon, the Oriental institute on the campus
Barbara Hilmers, Marge Hutchison. of the university today and con
Jin ny Jensen. Janet Meyer, Barbara tinuing through Sunday. The con
Rosebush, Jaye Schoff, Barbara ference. at which 106 colleges and
Shepherd. Barbara Stevens, Sally universities from all parts of the
Strom». Jerry Swarthout, Jean Ty nation will send delegates, will con
ler, Barbara Warren. Teddy Whel sider the problems of pre-induction
an, Billie Kolb and Mary Wood. military training and the special de
The group will attend the Congre fense training courses which are
gational church this Sunday.
being introduced into educational
The Candle Glow was the scene institutions.
of the AOPi's initiation banquet
“Few q u e s t i o n s confronting
Sunday night. New actives include American
education
today a r e
Betty Bannon, Pat Kane. Charlotte more
pressing t h a n
that
'if
Mix. Francis Rummelhoff, Frances pre-induction military training in
Schneberger, Ruth Swenson, and those colleges a n d
universities
Ro Weber.
which do not have R.O.T.C. train
Pi This held their initiation cere ing units." President Robert M.
monies Monday afternoon and their Hutchins of the University of C hi
KAPPA DELTAS ENTERTAIN FOR PROVINCE PRESIDENT— Mrs. Lowell Larson, M ilwau
banquet that evening at the Con cago said concerning the confer
way. Bonnie Madsen received t h e ence “We need to know that t h e kee, president of Eto province of Kappa Delta sorority inspected
the Lowrence college
best pledge award, Jane Fletcher military training provided will be i chopter of the sorority last week ond found her spare time filled with parties
One was an
the award for greatest grade im  uniform and sound and that it will ,
informal
affair
given
a
week
ogo
yesterdoy
at
the
chapter
rooms
in
the
Pan
Hellenic
house,
provement and Laura Fretz for be utilized by the armed forces. It
most all-around activities. New in i is clear that the whole program of where this picture was taken. Left to right ore Charlotte Leins, vice president of the chap
tiates are Judy Brott, Kathleen B ut pre-induction training requires col ter, M arion Binzel, president; Mrs. Lorson, and Muriel Braoten.
ler, Norma Crow. Gladys Dalstrom, laboration between educational in- |
Joyce Daniels, Margy Dixon. Betty stitutions and military authorities."
Elwers. Beth Howell. Margaret LalAmong the important figures who
Sallie Rothchild
ly. Sue McLelland. Margaret Miller, w ill speak at the conference are
Genevieve Petersen. Margaret Puth. General Ben Lear. President Homer
Shows French Movies
Betty Jean Rice. Sue Ann Riwer, P. Rainey of the University of Tex
Sallie Rothchild presented movies
Barbara Small. Jean Watson and as. President Ernest H. W ilkins of
of France which she personally
Patricia Wenner.
Oberlin college. Col. B. W. Venable
Girls Under Orders
of the war department general
••Vote for six handsome men! How be bad enough without sending any took, at a meeting of Phi Sigma
Alpha Chi» put these •‘happy" staff, and Joseph W. Barker, special
|Iota, national language fraternity,
of 'em away.
dumb!
There aren’t that many!**
Scrubs under orders yesterday: assistant to the assistant secretary
held yesterday. She also gave •
bale
Purpose
p o ro th y
Babcock. Marguerite of the navy.
My dear girl, don’t be ro cynical—
Brown, Gladys Cahill, Pat Ferfu
So. I guess their sole purpose will travelogue on French life, particusurely there must be six. at least . .
|larly that surrounding Versailles.
ton, Shirley Denning. Tish Harris,
Apparently there wasn't the same be the decorative one for which ’ Georgina Mitchell gave a paper on
Gr«*chen Hines, Ronnie Krug. Ardoubt in other min is—for the rest they were chosen: merely to go Catherine de Medici at the sama
dith MacDonald. Marian MunsterI meeting.
man. Pat Quay, Betsy Trebilcox and
of Lawrence's fair sex whipped around looking devastating, causing
Virginia Tweed.
flutters,
and
all
that
sort
of
thing.
1
through the voting process and six
Not to be overlooked, was the
Besides, of course, strolling gor- i didn't vole for him. but he isn't
Beau Brum meIs now reign supreme.
Sendoff for beloved Freddie Trezise
' geously through the gay crowd bad.” “How did he ever get chosMortar Board and the Spanish
last Saturday afternoon. A large
(Ah, women's suffrage! To think known as the Junior Prom, with a 1en?"
(This last obviously from
club
presented
money
to
the
college
part of the student body was there.
that it would be used for such idle . beauty queen on each arm. That ob i someone who goes steady with ona
library
last
year
for
the
purchase
The whole school will miss him
viously, is an important function, ; of the brothers who wasn't elect
of books pertinent to the literature ends!)
greatly.
and
should not be overlooked— ed.)
of Latin America. The money was
OK. so we've got six good-lookers.
So for next year and the rest of
given in honor of Miss Charlotte
even though the sccne presents an
Lorenz, former professor of Spanish Now what do we do with them? implication: twelve girls and six i this, you handsome brutes will be
literature at this college. A special Maybe with some publicity and men—could that be indicative of the unique in your kingly reign—and
i to you runners-up, fall you other
shelf has been reserved for this passing of the hat (to pay expenses) I Lawrence ratio?
collection of books, which includes we could send them to Hollywood I You lucky boys! Just think of ' men) we think you’re pretty cute,
Lawrence entertained s e v e r a l the following:
and put Lawrence on the map. On j the stir you'll cause tomorrow I too—but after all we had to lim it
.Prospective students from out of
Echeverría, España, el paisy los second thought, that wouldn’t be morning when you casually enter it to six!
town last week. Patricia Curran habitantes:
too good. Best we keep them here ; your respective classes. “He I*
tnd Joan Alyward ol AakPark. Bet
Englekirk. Edgar Allan Poe in —the ‘ manless** days to come will rather nice-looking, isn’t he?’* "I Good Luck Vikes
ty Poirer from Medford, Lenore Hispanic Literature.
Binnal of River Forest, Illinois, and
Calvez. La pampa y su pasión;
Eileen O'Connell of Chicago stayed
AFTER A LL, EVERYTH IN G ELSE HAS ACCELERA TED
Maranon. Conde-Duque de O liv
t t Sage for a few days, and ares;
Brokaw was opened to Herbert
Martinez. Juarez:
Moody and Robert Baker of Racine,
Merce. Antonia Merce. la Argen
^Wisconsin.
tina. Essays by Onis, Maroto and
These were high school seniors Angel del Rio;
interested in Lawrence who took
Nogales. Juan Belmonte;
advantage of the invitation the Ad
Patencia. I must have liberty;
ministration extends to them to vis
Rourke, Man of glory: Simon
it the campus. The college's guests Bolivar;
attended the play. “Thunder Rock,’*
Salinas. Reality and the poet In
and to the basketball game agaiiut Spanish poetry;
Coe.
Sanchez. Valdivia, el fundador;
Solana, H em an Cortes;

Dean Anderson
To Attend War
Conference

What are They Going to Do Now
With the Six Handsome Men?

Mortar Board and
Spanish Club Give
Money for Books

Entertain High
School Students

Former Lawrentian
Wins Air Commission
In N avy Air Corps
Harry B. Jackson. Lawrence '39,
received a commission in the United
States Navy A ir Corps on February
26, from the United States naval
A ir station at Corpus Christi, Texas.
Jackson received his B. A. degree
from Lawrence in June, 1939. and
was a member of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity. He was active in ath
letics while a student here, and
earned two letters in basketball
and one in tennis. He was original
ly from Appleton but his home is
at present in Wauwatosa.
In May, 1941, Jackson enlisted as
an ensign in the Naval reserve, and
two months later was appointed as
On aviation cadet.

B o g e to Represent

Local Delt Chapter
At Greek Meeting
Herbert Boge. Milwaukee, vice
piesident of the local chapter of
Delta Tau Delta and Fred Leech,
Neenah, alumni adviser,-will travel
to Hillsdale. Michigan, on March 6
to represent the local chapter at the
three-day semi-annual convention
of the fraternity.
The principal discussion at this
year's session will consist of changes
necessitated by colleges going on a
wartime basis and the Delt develop
ment program. Paul Hoffman, presi
dent of Studebaker corporation and
a member of Delta Tau Delta, will
be the principal speaker.
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So They Say
The Lawrentian Invite* »Indent* and faculty alike to u*S
this column for an expresMon of their view» on matters of
sum m on interest. Contributors are subject only to ths re*
atrh tion that there »hall be no libel and that ths length of
articles bs w ithin reasonable bounds.

E L IO W L A W R E N T IA N :
To quote from the objectives of the col
lege in the advertising booklet W e’re Going to
Lawrenc*. “Lawrence college in common w ith
other educational institutions, seeks to pre
pare its students for .ntclligent and effective
life as individuals and as members of the fam 
ily, the com munity and the state. As a college
of liberal arts, its function is to emphasize the
study of the physical a n ' social environment
©f man and the thoughts and achievements of
the hum an race and through this to develop
w ell integrated personalities in terms of physi
cal well being, independent thought, discrim ina
ting aesthetic perception, effective expression
«n d social responsibility in a democracy."
In a highly specialized world at war, such
w ith which we are faced, it is easily seen why
the liberal college is fighting for its very ex
istence. My quarrel, however, is not whether
the lib al education ideal is good or bad,
for I rm convinced that basically it can lead
to the fullest life.
My reason for w riting
this article is because I believe we Lawren-

F

In the Doghouse

tians, w ho have such opportunities, are not
fu lly living up to those objectives as outlined
above. The old trite saying “Who is the Col
lege?” is applicable here to the word Lawrentian as in any other usage.
The interest in the recent election and the
unprecedented outcome clearly indicated that
the college has a reawakened Interest in that
heritage of “self expression of social responsi
bility.” For some years past I believe that
student problems have become often times side
tracked in that ju n k pile oi inactivity. The
governing body of the students should not
necessarily be branded as “ineffective,” but
many useful and fine ideas have been lost for
practic: ’ usage because the right groups were
ineffective in pushing them.
I do not wish to be as so many critics,
who car never be constructive, so I wish to
outline a method w hich I believe m ight solve
this problem to some degree.
Every governmental form
has its weak
points, but I fu lly believe that such a govern
m ent for our college, based upon a functional
representation w ould fu lfill our needs m uch
better than the Executive committee docs now,
being based jp o n class representation. To ex
plain fu r' ier, I believe that most student dis
cussion and activity arrives from fraternity and
sorority groups. Y et the Interfraternity and
Pan Hellenic councils w hich represent those
groups ha^e only a sm all measure of effective
ness in p-oinoting legislation which would be
of an all-college nature. W hy, therefore, do
we not rew rite our constitution to do away
w ith the Executive committee and in its place
substitute an a ll student senate. This group
w ould consist of 15 members, one from each
musical and social fraternity and sorority, and
one representative from both the independent
m en end women.
Present at each meeting
would be one representative from the adm in
istration who w ould carry no vote.
The opponents of such a plan point out that
this w ' u l i increase emphasis on fraternity
combines, a criticism partly true. However,
on the other hand, combines of sorts always
exist anyway in any government and such an
arrangement w ould bring such coalitions into
the open light. Furtherm ore, actual elections
w ould be throw n back to each fraternal group
from which candidates arise anyway. This fact
w ould load to less political interfraternity q u ar
rels and disappointments. The student body
president wou.V naturally be the presiding offi
cer of the body.
Such .? plan is not a new one for it was
first bi ought to my attention in a "So They
Say” column back in M ay 9, 1940.
In short, the situation is this. Recognizing
we have an opportunity to develop those q u a l
ities which are to be so necessary in the years
to come, we have fallen short of our objec
tive of developing independent thought and a
sense of social responsibility. Realizing that
the fraternal groups on our campus are a vital
factor in determ ining student opinion and augm e n tin f action, I believe that we should tap
this source and put student government in
those hands w hich do the best job of m aking
our student body the most active and vital un it
to reach those goals of the liberal education.
Jo h n Rosebush.

vestigation, considerable lack of
tact, and very poor Lawrence spirit!
*
*
*
Doghouse reviews the recent edi
tion of the CONTRIBUTOR. We
would like to quote a few lines from
an article entitled “Say Goodbye
Before You Go;” “They entered a
hotel and took the elevator up to
the twenty-third floor. . . . The
room was dark and obscure and
private and larger in appearance
than it really was. . , , There
were windows on three sides. Then
the Lindbergh beacon lit up the
dark sky for just a moment and at
tached the bar and the room to it
and left the fruit man down below.
. . . . The juke box was playing
"Night and Day" quite well. . . .
Officers in deep navy uniforms hov
ered in the background. . . .”
What a coincidence that the writer
of the quoted article should so vi
vidly describe the Tip-Top Tap of
the Hotel Allerton located on Michi
gan blvd. of the famous windy
city. Administration beware, your
children are going into those aw
ful places again. They ■say that to
write a good story one must have
an inspiration.

OGHOUSE notes with consid
erable chagrin that so many
among us have placed their
Classification as ‘Lawrentians’ sec
ond to their Greek affiliations.
This is especially prevalent among
the men who seem to have the mot
to: “Tappa Drapa first, Lawrence
Second." A bunch of Tappas will
group together in the stands and
j e ll to beat hell at their Tappa hero
•s though he were the only play
er on the floor. They wouldn't yell
for the player from the Fry Smelt
house even though he is playing
Just as hard. And then there is the
cheer lender who wants the stands
to give three extra cheers for the
wounded football hero, ’cause he’s
• Fry Sm elt The teams play with
Unity and for Lawrence alone—the
Stands cheer with disunity and for
the 'ol frat club.
This isn't evident only at sport
•vents. Last week’s Lawrentian car
ried an article that fairly reeked
©f prejudice. In the article the fra
ternity brother candidate for stu
dent body President was depicted
•s the fair-haired lad who would
lead Lawrence to the “I hearby
Promise-ed Land”. The other con
Monday, March Z—Harold Bren
tenders
were looked upon as
"bloodthirsty" and “spiritless”. On- nan will speak.
Thursday, March 5—The Concert
lyly a prejudiced opinion was giv•n and this displayed lack of in bai d will play. •

D

Coming
Convocations

Friday, Feb. 27,
19
¡7, 194^

LAW RINTI A N

Grin and Bear It

By Uchtyf

1 know It’s time for baby’s bottle, but 1 hate to give I» —you know
babies are so easily spoiled."

Thunder Rock' Was Without
Parallel in Its Greatness
By Robert Carter
Thunder Rock was

this reviewer — a conviction bless
power, it ed by all who attended — that
Roger Sherman's breath - taking
was sweeping and pointed in its 1
stage setting was utterly without
im pact It dabbed on the canvas parallel in amateur theatrical cir
of our thoughts the colors of truth cles. As a matter of fact, it sur
and realization, in firm and in bold passed the amateur, and delved
strokes. Yet amazingly enough, it deeply into the realm of the pro-^
painted its picture without the in  fessional. It encompassed not only'
clusion of a single Gestapo bull- the interior of this Lake Michigan
whip, one gutteral Hauptmann, or lighthouse, but brought us a bit ot,
one American flag. In directness, the exterior of the structure. and
in simplicity, there is majesty.
part of the striking landscape as
Not that this play was shallow well. The lighting was m agnifi
or crudely sketched or simple in cently realistic and beautiful.
all the ramifications of the word.
Unique
Its vital story was a difficult one
Thunder Rock was unique in ex
to tell. From the standpoint of
technique, it was all but easy. Here hibiting such a well-rounded and
George Ger
is a production then, that must be finely-knitted cast.
viewed through two pairs of eyes man lent all of his keen poise, his
—a pair for the technical, a pair flexible voice, his stage intimacy
for the psychological and spiritual. to the part of Streeter. He seemed
In all sincerity, and without a bit too much the Rover boy ii)
reservation, it is the opinion of the last scene of the third act, but
then, the reappearance of Street
er, with his man Chang, was en
jority, however, firmly believe that tirely superfluous in my estime«
we must save the wear and tear tion. Still, the episode was not deon the pianos and rooms, and advo traction from Mr. Garman’s excel«
Charles Greg«
cate abolishment of practice per lent performance.
iods during the Emergency.
At ory faced the difficult task of ex
least, they urge a greatly accelera pressing the requisite amount of
ted program, and suggest that the cynicism and disillusionment in the
required two hours per day be cut first act, of struggling and yield
at least three-fourths, and that ing convincingly in the second, of
the remainder of the time be spent appearing optimistic, but not drip
knitting and bolstering each other’s ping with hope, in the third. He
met the first challenge with mod
civilian morale in the lobby.
erate success, the second with grip
*
*
*
Practice rooms, long a second ping and moving finesse, the third
“Down River” (less romantic but with sincerity and polish.
more practical than the original,
A ll three of the feminine mem
with only an occasional “checker' bers of the group acquitted them
B Y DAYTON GRAFMAN
to Intrude) have come in for an
T IS generally thought that the other severe blow, for by her 376th selves well — Bonnie Madsen ini
only thing that ’ticks" between Ultimatum, the Con sheriff has her poignant and delicate portray»
a Con spook’s ears is a metro strictly rationed necking in prac al of Melanie, Zorabel Gasway,
who carried one of the most mov
nome. This may be true, but the tice rooms, limiting such a prlvil ing and memorable scenes in t h f
present emergency has brought out ege to only “pinned” people. As play, as the embittered English
the genius they were always sure there is only one pin in the Con spinster, and Dorothy Hooley al
this year, the checkers’ lives are the charming Anne Marie.
they
possessed,
and
brilliant
getting rather monotonous.
Captain
schemes to aid the defense effort
*
*
*
Jack
Roddy
made
Captain
have been formulated in the Con
The cold weather lately has giv
*
*
*
en birth to an ingenious money Joshua the pillar of strength ha
Most hearty student-endorsed making scheme. The Con's Ralph properly was. Fred Rogers wa|
project Is s modification of the J. Watts iname withheld) decided immensely effective as the weak
paper-saving campaign. The new that radiator-standing space could but courageous Cockney im m i
angle consists In not banding in be rented out by the half hour, and grant, and Robert Whitaker gave
the dally theory assignments, thus the proceeds given to the Red Doctor Kurtz much dignity and
effecting a great saving of paper Cross. If the weather holds out, skill. The good doctor might have
Even more than this economy on watch the Red Cross make their seemed the preacher or the peda
gogue, but didn't. Much of the
paper Is the tremendous saving quota!
Rocks’ humor is provided by A lan
of rubber. (In eraser form, of
Koplar, Lawrence Storms,
and
course.) The faculty, however,
shows an alarming non-cooperative
Randall Thompson has complet Perry Powell, the crochety ana
attitude toward this sincere patri ed his opera, “Solomon and Balkis,” riotous Flanning.
Robert Ardrey, hand in hand
otic effort.
the first Chamber opera commig♦ *
*
sioned by the League of Composers with F. Theodore Cloak, has at«
Practice hours, that old and sac in its plan to promote a new tempted, in the final analysis, to
red institution at the Con, are also American opera movement.
The probe into the hidden depths of ai
being disturbed to meet the “Ef work is based on Kipling’s short man’s mind, and to leave a lesson
fort.” There are two schools of story, ‘The Butterfly That Stamp in the probing. Mr. Ardrey’s first
thought regarding their best and ed.” It will be heard over CBS in act was weighted and somewhat
most efficient use in the Emergen the spring.
stiff. His second act was master
cy. The minority advocate com
fully done. His third, while slight
*
*
*
plete occupation of practice rooms
Wayne King’s radio show is off ly weaker, sustained the sami
for “how can we repulse the en after February; his perfume spon strength of emotion. And when
cmy, if we’re not in our practice sor is a victim of the war because Ardrey faltered, it was Cloak who
room to beat them off?" The ma of shortage of ingredients.
provided the support.
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¡L a w re n c e B a s k e tb a ll T e a m P la y s Greek Sports
i n a i G a m e W ith B e lo it T o m o r r o w
BY BOB ALVI8

Don Frederickson, Stellar Cager,
Plays Last Battle of College Career
By John Gregg
• Don Fredrickson, captain of the
Lawrentian basketball team, will
play his last game for his alma
mater tomorrow in the Beloit gym.
He played his laet home game
against Coe last
Saturday a n d
though held to
three points, he
played a fine
game. This was
partly due to
the fact that
C o e ’ s captain,
Paul Tschings,
one of the best
defensive
for
wards in the
le a g u e , w as
guarding
him.
Fredrickson
Since his sopho
more year, the best defensive men
have been placed against him, and
“watch Fredrickson” has been a by
word of all Lawrence opponents.
His long set shots, a driving lefthanded hook shot and a dangerous
push shot have made him a feared
man for three years.
Monmouth Game
The outstanding game of his col
lege career was a 54*50 overtime
Lawrence defeat at Alexander gym
at the hands of Monmouth in Feb
ruary, 1939. Eight baskets and six
free throws broke Lawrence’s one
game scoring record that night.
Playing forward, Fredrickson led
Lawrence teams for two years.
Switching to guard part of the time
this year, his scoring honors have
been relinquished to Dick Miller.
A weak knee has hampered him
slightly this year, but he was out
of the game only for a short spell
last winter with a broken finger
sustained in the St. Norbert’s game.
Second team all conference his
sophomore year, and a great player
all three, Lawrence will miss Don,
and all Lawrentians join me. I ’m
fture, in a tribute to him, and in
wishing him luck tomorrow night
and through the rest of the year in
tennis.

Cagers Defeat
Ripon Team in
Close Battle
Miller Leads Scoring;
Crossett Stands Out in
Defense for Vikings

Beloit Team
Has Eyes on
Upset Win
The basketball team w ill con
clude a very successful 1941-42 sea
son at Beloit tomorrow night. Hav
ing cinched second place in the con
ference Monday night the Vikcs
hope to stay in challenging position
for the title should Monmouth lose
to Grinnell and Knox.
Beloit w ill have the advantage of
playing on their own floor which is
awfully hard for other teams to
beat them on. However, Chuck Ba
con's having left for the army last
Friday w ill weaken their team con
siderably. Coach Denney will prob
ably start the combination that did
most of the work in defeating R ip
on, Crossett at center, Miller and
Fredrickson at the forwards, and
Morris and Harvey at the guards.
Warren Buesing was held down a
bit in the Ripon game by a cold, but
may start and will undoubtedly see
considerable action. The remainder
of the traveling squad w ill consist
of Jim Fieweger, center or forward;
Phil Knell, guard and forward;
Harry Haslanger, guard, and prob
ably A1 Zupek, who hasn’t seen ac
tion since he sprained his ankle in
the Knox game. Jim Fieweger may
go with the track team to a meet
at North Central college, Naper
ville, Illionis, to run hurdles and
high jump, but Coach Denney has
not decided whether to send him
there or take him to Beloit as yet.

Team
Phi Pelt*
Betas
Site Ep«
Delts
P h i T aui

W

L

4
3
2
1
0

0
1
2
3
4

rts opp.
rt*
102 61
75
50
8H 7«
73 87
30 144

Two games were played in the
Interfraternity basketball league
last Saturday and as a result the
Betas have moved into second place
ahead of the Sig Eps, and the Phi
Delts have firm ly entrenched them
selves in first place. The Phi Delts
beat the Sig Eps 24-11 and the
Betas beat the Phi Taus 28-4. The
first round is now completely fin
ished.
The Phi Delts did not look very
impressive in beating the Sig Eps
who have taken a severe nosedive
since running up top heavy scores
in their first two games. Chuck Rol
lins scored six points against five
for Herb Kichoff thereby, increas
ing his lead in the scoring race. The
Phi Delts ran up a big lead in the
first half and held the losers to one
basket in the second half.

J

Denney Sends
Track Squad to
Midwest Meet
North Central Plays
Host to Colleges

Coach A. C. Denney w ill send •
small track squad to the Midwest
intercollegiate indoor meet at North
Central college, Ade’s old hangout,
at Naperville, Illinois, tomorrow.
At press time, Fieweger, Colvin,
Sattizahn and Rollins were sure to
go, with Holway, Person and Dite
as good possibilities.
The meet is an invitational affair
for colleges and small universities
of the Middlewest and is held an
nually in North Central’s fine field
house. Last year Vince Jones broke
the field house shot put record with
a heave over 46 feet, Fieweger took
fifths in the shot and low hurdles,
Tram
Team
a first in the high and jumped six
B r P
B F p
Oliver
0 0 0|Bergquist
0 0 1 feet for the first time in his life to
Holway
0 0 0 Hick
1 • 1
Wakefield
0 2 0! Hantschel 0 0 0 tie for a first. Ralph Colvin was
0 0 0 badly spiked at the first turn of the
Spaulding
0 0 0 Mattick
2 1 11Rollins
3 • 3
KirchofT
0 • e 880 and had to retire after p ilin f
Saving
4 1 11W illiam s
0 1 « up a 20 yard lead. Lawrence placed
Franke
2 0 0j Al vis
Haack
1 0 0¡ Person
1 0 i fifth last year.
0
Calkins
1.
0
Fieweger Avill high jump, hurdle
—I
s 1 6 and put the shot again this year,
• » i
The Phi Taus put up a scrappy Colvin will take another crack at
fight against the
Betas but the the half mile and Rollins will run
deadly shooting of
the winners dashes with Sattizahn, and perhaps
combined with
a defense which the latter two will run in the relay
is the best in the league was too with Holway and Person or Dite.
much for them. Dave Maxwell was
the high scorer for the losers with Good Luck Vikes
four points while Hammer lead the
Betas with nine points.

The Ripon basketball team played
true to form Monday night by
playing a tough game on their own
iloor, trying to knock off the V ik
ings. Dick Miller scored four bas
kets and three
f r e ethrows in
the first half
with the help
of baskets by
Morris,
Knell
and Frederick
son, pulled up
to a 21-20 halftime lead after
tr a ilin g
by
scores of 9-2,
11-3. 13-6 and
20-16.
The Redman
Miller
led by Siedel
gained a 24-23 lead early in the sec
ond half and hung on doggedly to
Team
Team
tie again at 34 all. The last four
B F P
B F P
0
0
2
H am m er
4 1 1
G
Par
men
minutes saw Morris breaking the
2 0 0
Lof tus
0 0 2 G rady
tic with a long shot followed by
0 0 0 Forbush
4 0 0
Mess
0 1 1
2 0 0 Benn
Maxwell
Dick Miller's last basket, a beauti
• 0 1
0 0 3 Dlsher
W ilk
2 0 2
0 0 1 Fraser
J.P aim en
ful hook shot, and freethrows by
• 0 1
Galloway
Harvey, Crossett and Frederickson.
13 2 •
2 0 •
A ll Men Score
Every Vike that played scored
The Phi Delt team is every bit
a basket and a freethrow with the
as good as their record shows them |
exception of Phil Knell who tied
to be and look like a sure thing j
the score at 20 all late in the first
for the championship. The Betas j
Lawrence college wrestlers drop
half on a basket from in close
have improved greatly in their last '
after a nice pass from Crossett. ped a 21 to 13 decision to the Uni
two games and if
their defense
Although he couldn’t find the bas versity of Wisconsin B squad in a
holds up, they probably have the
ket on a number of occasions, match at Madison February 18.
In the 121-pound class. Lynch of best chance to challenge the Phi
Crossett played a bang up defen
Delts for the trophy.
sive game and was a real ball Lawrence earned a decision over
The Sig Eps looked very impres
128
hawk in the second half. Miller Leiner, 6 to 4. Wrestling at
sive in their first two games but
was high point man of the evening pounds, Ziegler of Lawrehce pin
seem to have fallen apart lately.
with 16 points while Siedel of R ip ned Johnston in 1 minute and 53 They have a good potential team
on was close with 14. Wes Morris seconds while Fetting of Lawrence and are the dark horse of the
held Ted Scalissi, high scoring R ip lost in the 145-pound class to Mur league. A great deal depends on the
on guard, to three points the first phy by an 8-0 decision. Captain Bill next Beta-Sig Ep game. The Delts
half and bottled him up in the sec Diver of Lawrence had a big ad
With Cornell conceded its sixth ond half. Frederickson was third vantage but relaxed momentarily are a good steady team and stand
consecutive title in as many years, high in the evening's scoring with and was nailed by Krause in 7 m in a chance to dislodge someone from
the upper three places. The Phi
interest in the annual Midwest con
utes and 58 seconds.
seven points.
ference wrestling championships to Lawrence—41
Colvin of Lawrence lost to Sham- Taus have concentrated their whole
W ipon —SB
be held at Beloit college will cen
F * Ft P i I
F * F t P f po, 9 to 4, and Nolan, doing some team around Dave Maxwell but
6 4 3 Seidel,f
ter on the drawings which will M lller.f
of the best work of the meet, pin lack the material available to some
2 Christ'son.f
Buesing.f
have much to do with whether Be Fred'son.f
ned Drott of Wisconsin in 4 m in of the other teams.
2 Dawson.f
loit or Lawrence finishes second. Knell.R
0 Ardzie'ski.c
utes. Nolan is a 175-pounder. GreenUNDER THE BASKET—Congrat
3 Blanas.g
The men that draw the byes should Crossett.c
spon of Lawrence, ponderous hea
2
Callen.g
ulations are in order to Mr. Denny
Morris.f
gain the most points for their team Harvey.*
vyweight,
was
pinned
by
football
0 Anderson.g
for the quality of officiating at the
for with only Lawrence and Beloit
star Dick Thornally in 4 minutes
IS ch alissif
Inter-fraternity basketball games
Salter.*
to challenge the champs, it is a
and 45 seconds.
this year. The combination of wellcase of ducking the first round
The Badger grapplers won a pre
Totals
IS 11 121 Totals
14 7 12
established outside referees with
matches. Lawrence has already
vious match here, 23 to 11.
John Hastings has produced effic
beaten Beloit once but by a close
Beloit, Vikings Show
ient and fair referees, all of which
score.
Good
Luck
Vikes
goes to make better games.
Interesting matchcs are promised Great Swim Rivalry
In all weights with rivalry between
tv u w v w w w ^ v u v v w v v w w
Beloit and Lawrence running high In Previous Meets
and with each of the latter aiming
In no event has there been as
to make an impression on Cornell,
annually boasting one of the great much rivalry between Lawrence
est wrestling teams in the country. and Beloit colleges as there has
Their
dual |
It Is a moral victory to keep from been in swimming.
ond
being thrown by a member of the meets are usually decided by the
Cornell team as that is an accom final relay and in the Midwest con-,
ference championships they are
plishment in itself.
usually sinking each other. In the
six years of these cham pionship,
Sports Shorts
meets, Lawrence has scored 137j
Seven of the first ten men on the points, Beloit 135 1-3 and Monmouth !
Lawrence college wrestling team 73 1-3, Knox has scored 6J in four j
are residents of Appleton. None of years, and Grinnell 26 in three
e ■ ■■
the swimmers are home town boys. years.

Vike Wrestlers
Lose Encounter
To Badger Squad

Wrestling Team
To Enter Midwest
Grunt Tournament

BETWEEN CLASSES
AFTER SCHOOL

try our fountain service

L ig h t

you'd expect to find the
finest selection of smart
things to wear at—

F E R R O N 'S
Beautiful Sport
Coats and Slacks
ore in stock
Ready now in
your size

L u n c h e s

THE
M a lt e d

PERFECT H A IR C U T

NATURALLY

M ilk s

Jackets—
12.50 to 25.00

S o d a s

Done
S u n d a e s

In the Perfect Manner
By the Perfect Barbers

B R A U T I G A R ’S

B A R B E R

Irving Zuelke Bldg., 4th Floor
PHONE 5968

S H O P

Slock*
4.25 to $11.00

Voigt’s Drug Store
Phone >54-755

“ You Know the Place"
134 i . College Are.

417 W . College Ave.
Phone 287

■WV W W W W . 1

É»1p M|ÍW
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Scots, Vikes
Lead Midwest
Cage Battle

LAWRENTIAN

Friday, Feb. 27,

V IK E STALW ARTS — Two
stalwarts of the Lawrence bas
ketball team which plays its
finol gome of the season
against Beloit at Beloit Satur
day, are Phil Harvey, left, and
Don Fredrickson, below. H ar
vey has started at guard all
season and always turns in a
steady performance. Fredrickson is playing his lost gome of
his college career.
Don has
been working ot guard rriost of
the year but in the lost few
games has ployed forword a
good deal of the time.

Lawrence college men, long in 
terested in playing baseball, but
withheld because of the short spring
season, may get their chance with
the accelcrated program for year
round schooling. The Lawrence
athletic department anxious to pro
Monmouth Must Lose
vide any sport requested, will no
Two Games for
doubt get ¿uch an appeal with the
first touch of spring.
Lawrence to Cop First
Lawrence used to have baseball
teams in the old days and its sched
M IDW EST r O M F I R I M S
ule contained a variety of oppon
HASKETUAIX
W. L. Pel. rts O » ents such as Notre Dame, ClintonPU. ville, Neillsville, Beloit, and even
N lssitsi«!
1 .'MM:iM .14*
Mount iiuth
teams at the old Wisconsin league.
S .M*4M »71
I.A H K I M l
4
MM 43* 3SI Many changes have taken place in
(irlnnrll
«
, IV.410 45?
neleil
40 years, and it is doubtful wheth
5 .441JM *71
Coe
li
IM 131 4M er many college baseball opponents
K ite«
can be found in these days, but the
7 ,»M 4SI 4M
C nrnelt
I«
.17# V* 131 war may bring them o u t
Kl|>en

Tuesdsv:
M ensieulk al R a t i .

SKCCN'T SCORES:
( M II, Kip«*n 41.

Moimiuiilli 43. Cernell It.
I.A WHENCE 47. COE ffl.
Cernell «7, K n«i *'I.
I.rinnrtl .17. Bcluit Ti.
I \HKL\ir 41. R ir o x ,uv

Ripon Freshmen
Defeat Lawrence
Frosh Basketmen
The Ripon freshman team trounc
ed the Lawrence frosh 44-33 in a
preliminary game at Ripon Monday
(light. Trailing 21-15 at the half,
the Viking chinks couldn’t close up
the gap. Paul Vander Weyden and
B ill Burton led the Lawrence fresh
men with ten and nine points re
spectively. while Pete Strickler was
high for Ripon and the game with
17.
I.awrenre
Curry, f
Keeler,Í
I' ihn
P e n fc lly ,!
VW eyden.c
McCabe K
Burton. K
Stewart.g
VCHsitotti k
Dev « i g

fI

n p

Ripon

0 0 ;strlik lcr,t
0 0|0 Haw.f
1 1 Simpson, f
0 0 Marshall,(
t 0 Whitmore.c

0 0;
01ZweMul.c

3 2 Doll.g
1 0 PflfTner.g
• S' Jen5«n.g
Pelper.g

7

3

1

l
•
o
o
•
0
0

13 7 6]

Good Luck Vikes

W I L L V 4 - N Ul*Ly

both seen p
quite a littl
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Crossett, M

g

along with
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ence high
Baccn rec

People May Travel
Up to Distant Moon
In the Near Future

missed ba

In swi
their lead
Betas aai
anybody’
sports wi
after.

Leave Saturday for
Return Engagement
The swimming
and wrestling
teams travel to Beloit this week
end for dual meets with the Blue
and Gold. Captain Wally Patten and
Coach Ade Dillon of the swimming
team hope to repeat the win Law
rence attained over
Beloit here
earlier this semester, but would like
very much to
increase the slim
margin of victory. Ev Turley should
be a breeze in the back stroke as
usual, while Gile, Fengler, Haligas,
Hanna and Hay should all pick up
points.
The wrestlers, coached by Coach
Bemie Heseleton and captained by
Bill Diver are in the same boat as
the swimmers, hoping to increase
the margin of their last victory over
B eloit Two weights are wide open
again. Dusty
Rhodes is finding
more time from his work and has
been practicing with increasing reg
ularity, eyeing the 145 lb. position.
Ralph Colvin’s track work sends
him to North Central this Saturday,
and Lee Minton or Ned Galloway
will take over the 165 pound bout
The traveling teams are: swim
mers, Patten, Turley, Haligas, Gile.
Hanna, Hay, Fengler, Lundahl. and
possibly Eckrich and Smith. Wrest
lers, Lynch, Ziegler, Fetting or
Rhodes, Captain Diver, Minton or
Galloway, Nolan, and Greenspoon.

DELICIOUS

CUBE STEAK
SANDWICH
Made fresh every day—served on
toasted bun.
W ill darn near melt in your
mouth!

Most
this yeai
L ouis M
sonate y
ley has i

The 1
the boy
dropped
U8. • • •

down t4
season.
noon.

RIO

THEATRE

• Starts Saturday •

M cC a r t h y
EDGAR BERGEN
FIBBER McGEE * MOLLY
c h a r l ie

"Leok W k t'i Laughing"

_ p|M _
" C lw t CaB for Ellery Qaeca**
Thursday Only — March i
O n the Stage!

GRIFF WILLIAMS *
—

Orch.

Screen —

«Marry the Baea’s Daughter”

THE POPULAR NUMBER
"5 8 5"

For o TAXI
PROMPT SERVICE, COURTEOUS DRIVERS

°**v 20c “

SNIDER'S
— Try One To-nite —

C i^ e

M ilitary a

Vike Matmen
Take on Beloit

w o r k s

25c FOR ONE
30c FOR TWO
35c FOR THREE
Including Separate Stops

BY A . K O P L A R

W tÊÊÊT^ Lw *
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older Buesi

Sveto 1
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Coe game i

found tim

b ic t Á f ó j?

V
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en b i
greats

The Wi
Beloit, Rip
ago, but B
pionship ii
rence had
all sewed i

OTT?

N illy : What’s he talking about?
H illy: Sounds like Charlie Chapita.

*
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our basket

A trip to the moon may not be as
fantastic as it sounds. Our great
Crossett brought grandchildren may make the first
one in the opinion of Dr. Dinsmore
\l
.
before Connell,1
1 resaetl
Moss and G al Alter, of the Griffith Astronomical
lagher ran up seven more points for observatory.
the Coe-Hawks. A hook shot by
Dr. Alter predicted that man’s
Miller and two of the same by Crosfirst
v.sit to the moon will take
sett brought it up to a 19-24 trail
place “some time within the next
at the half.
A terrific attack featuring Dick 100 years—if not sooner.**
Miller’s four baskets, two rebound
“It's possible to send objects to the
buckets by Buesing. and a long moon right now,** th« scientist said.
push shot by Crossett started the "It is almost a matter of fuel and
second half off with a bang. Coe's cost It has been estimated the cost
five point halftime lead was cut to of a rocket to span the 232.000 to
one point, but Hank Moss was off |253.000 miles would be about flQO,on another spree and Coe was still 000000" (ACP.)
ahead 34-33. At this point, Jim Fieweger replaced a tired Warren
Buesing at forward for the Vikes. seventh basket of the evening. Two
Two successive fouls against him of fireman Gallagher's freethrows
saw Jim sink three freethrows, M il were good. Biz put in his third re
ler dropped one in and the «core bound basket, and Miller passed
the length of the floor to Crossett
read 37-34, Lawrence.
who put in his seventh baaket of
Battle« Rebound
Fieweger then bottled a rebound the game Score 47-38.
Miller scored 16 points, Crossett
out to Crossett who put in a push
shot from the center circle. Moss 14 and Moss 13 for the evening’s
came on again, dribbling right scoring honors.
Coe
through our defense from the side Law ranee
FgFtrt
P fF lP
to the freethrow circle to put in a F*rick son. f g 1 1 1 Tuchirgj.f
3 0 4
3 0 3 G allaaher.f
1 S 3
h o o k shot that proved Coe's last Buesing.f
0 3 1 Connell.I
3 1 2
bucket of the evening. Fredrick FWweg.u'.t
Miller,(
7 3 1 TrlcfccyJ
0 0 «
son's only basket for the evening CTossett. c
7 0 1 Moss.e
6 1 3
1 0 4 Lamprccht.g 1 3 3
came with two minutes to go, a Harvey.g
9 0 0 Frost,*
9 9 9
long set shot from way out. Then Morris g
Marske.g
3 0 0
Biz dribbled the length of the floor
and Miller followed his miss for his
1» » IV

Fg Ft P

•

anycne to

Coe's rip-roaring firemen brought
their big red fire engine to Apple
ton last Saturday night and put it
Monmouth college may win its into high gear. The defensive efforts
•econd Mid-west
confori*nce bas- of the Lawrence basketball team
k<*tl>all championship this week.
secme(* helpless
W ith a one game advantage and
two to go it would take a pair of
upsets to (»ust the Scots from the
lead that they have held since Jan 
uary 10. Monmouth merts Giinncll
scored two busat Grinncll on Saturday and Knox
at Monmouth on Tuesday. A win
" ?
■
V i k e s Miller,
in either of these games or a loss l i
by Lawrence in its game at Beloit
on Saturday will give Monmouth
the title.
Second Plate
Lawrence, with second place al
ready cinched, is the only team left
to challenge the Scots for the title,
and although they are favored in
their final at Beloit, it is unlikely
that Monmouth will falter. Monmouth's other title was in 1!>3® as
the result of an undefeated nine
game season.
Ripon has already concluded its
Schedule, and Grinnell will with the
Monmouth
game. The Pioneers
meet Coe at Cedar Rapids the night
before. Lawrence and Beloit also
finish together on Saturday night.
Two neighborhood rivalries wind
up the twentieth Midwest confer
ence season, Knox at Monmouth on
Tuesday and Coe at Cornell on Fri
day.

BY JOHN C

in the last

Coe Leads at Half, but
Lawrence Comes Back
For Exciting Victory

Friday i March •>!
( m t l Cornell.

1

the second

Vikings Win
From Kohawks
Cagers, 47-38

Ssturéav:
I I H K I S I I AT BEI.OIT.
Kno« s i f ’ee.
M en mettiti al G rinaell.

^
Friday* Fel

Lawrence Campus
May Have Diamond
Sport This Year

• IN A I. C A M E S:
Ir id i* :
K ues si Carne!!,
tarlimeli »I C ee.

1942

W illy; Holy Smokes "The Great Dictator.”

Nitly: I like the comfy seats at the Vikinc*
Willy: And a dime saved at the V ikinf
buys defense staitips.

One
games,
respecti
the fros

Friday,

Feb. 27,
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Lighting Effects are Very
Effective in thunder Rock'
BY JEANNE FOOTE
“Lights, actors on stage, curtain”
and “Thunder Rock” was the second
BY JOHN GREGG
production of the theater at Law 
rence this year. And to use the
EN B U E S IN G and V ince Jones, tw o of Lawrence’s recent
theater terminology, the production
greats in the athletic 'ield , said ih a t last Saturday n ig h t’s
really was on stage.
The lighting effects were stun
Coe game was the best basketoall game they’d ever seen. The
ning and most effective. Especially
older Buesing played in some g ie a t games him self, and they’ve is this to be appreciated when you
both seen professional and U. W . ¿,ames. . . . Coach Denney heard consider the equipment with which
the light crew had to work. Further
quite a little favorable com m ent around tow n, too. . . . Moss, C o n  tribute is due to Roger Sherman
nell. and Tschirgi certainly wheeled the o l’ ball dow n the floor, and and his staff for the setting which
had the delicate balance between
Crossett, M iller, and the younger Buesing p u t on a real show in realism and the unreal which was
the second half. . . . M any spectators noticed M r. Denney’s anger so essential to the play. In connec
tion with this Charles Gregory
in the last m in u te or so; the referee gave the b a ll to Coe under characterization
of
Charleston
our basket w ithout notifying our team, w hich is reason enough for should be noted. Gregory did a
superb job of maintaining that
anycne to get riled up.
delicate balance between the real
•
•
•
and unreal. He was the joining
The Wisconsin State Intercollegiate conference consisting of factor between the two worlds pre
sented. He could have played his
Beloit, Ripon, Carroll, and Lawrence was disbanded some six years role as the starring, dominating
ago, but Beloit and Carroll have been claiming the “State’* cham part; however, he acted more as the
balance to the whole play and the
pionship in basketball ever since. Far their information, Law mainstay and support of the entire
rence had the very mythical “State championship’’ in basketball cast. The spirit of the play was
maintained in him even while he
all sewed up before the second Ripon game last Monday.
gave the stage to another actor for

K

0

0

0

The message which “Thunder
Rock” carried came through to
found tim e to squeeze in a commission through Ripon's R.O.T.C. shock the audience into the realiza
along w ith his athletics. W ell-liked by his opposition in a ll sports, tion that Charleston met.
Fred Rodgers gave a splendid
he’s proving one of the best-like*' shavetails at Fort Benning, Ga. performance in his first appearance
before the college audience as
. . . Chuck Bason, Beloit's basketball center and M idwest confer
Sveto Krcm ar, nine letterm an at R ipon, graduating last spring,

ence high ju m p record holder, left school last Friday for the A rm y.
Baccn received a reserve commission after attending M organ P a r*
M ilitary academy.

Chuck was another popular athlete and w ill be

missed badly this spring in track.
•
•

Canadian Students
Will Finish Education
At Government Expense

Briggs. Rodgers' physical and men
tal appreciation of the character
made him a logical part and bis
cockney accent was well perfected.
The greatest difficulty with t h e
roles in this play, especially the
members of the Land-o-Lakes sail
ing ship of 1849, was to make them
seem like real, living characters
without destroying them. Bob W hi
taker made a very convincing Dr.
Kurtz despite the difficulty he
seemed to encounter with beard
and his accent Dot Hooley showed
completely the change which Josh
ua pointed out in her character be
tween the first and the second ap
pearance of the phantom characters.
Zorabel Gasway handled the rcle
of Miss Kirby, the suffragette with
fine restraint. Perry Powell had a
well-planned interpretation of In 
spector Flanning blending sym
pathy and comedy nicely.
George Garman was virile and
completely in character and at
ease as Streeter. And Bonnie Mad
sen was sweet and charming and
pretty as Melanie. Jack Roddy was
convincing as Captain Joshua who
knew he was dead even while his
passengers lived in a dream. Larry
Storms, Jerry Brumbaugh, and
Alan Koplar did well in minor
parts.
An outstanding set good light
ing. and a very well choson cast
made this the most outstanding
play we have seen in several years
on this campus because it present-

'----------------------Good Food At Moderate Prices

Canadian students who quit their
classrooms to join the dominion's
armed forces w ill be able to com*
plete their studies at government
expense after the war is over.
This is the substance of a recent
federal order. Under its provisions
dischargees, whether or not they
have had previous college or uni
versity training will, if they apply
within fifteen months of their dis
charge, and providing their course
of study is approved by the minister
of pensions and national health,
have their fees paid and in addition
receive a weekly subsidy of $9 for
unmarried students and $13 for
married students. (ACP.)

Did You Know—
Dartmouth college'«
T hayer
school of civil engineering w a s
established in 1870 by Gen. Sylvanus Thayer, Dartmouth graduate
of 1807.
ed more than mere entertainment.
This play offered real thoupht for
the consideration of the audience.

■ Fo r

G o o d

Fo o d

1 LA VILLA
D in e

o t

•

1a swamping the Sig Eps 24-I t last Saturday, the Phi DeMs kept
their lead in the Interfratenuty basketball league, followed by the
Betas and Sig Eps. That’s the end of the first round and It’s still
anybody's battle. . . . Bob Alvis is taking over all fcrterfraienuty
sports with this issue and will run a column “Greek Sports" here
after.
•

•

•

Most of the injuries during the w inter sport season at Beloit
this year were suffered by the coaching staff. A thletic Director
Louis Means incurred a broken hand w hile attem pting to im per
sonate youth on the basketball court, and swim coach H ollie Lepley has the m um ps.
•
•
•

The Ripon game Monday night was a real thriller. Mr. Seidel,
the boy who scored the first Ripon touchdown against us last fall,
dropped In six buckets to keep the game only too interesting for
us. . . . Two bus loads of Lawrence students, mostly girls, were
down to cheer the team on to its second victory over Ripon this
season. Half a dozen fres’iman men hitchhikcd down in the after
noon.
•

•

•

O ne year ago this issue: B ill Crossett scored 30 points in two
games, Lawrence losing to B e lo k and G rin n e ll 32-30 and 40-35,
respectively. The swim m ers lost to M ilw aukee Teachers 41-25, and
the frosh beat St. Norberts 31-29.

Tea Room
and Restaurant
114 E. College Ave.

yiCTORY
E jC o lle q e A u e .

W isconsin .

SPRIN G SUITS

B U Y

YOU'LL WEAR IMMEDIATELY
A wonderful Spring investment . . . Smart
pastel suits . . . jaunty tweeds . . . stunning
plaids . . . fine twills . . . tailored with
skill and precision.

1 ^
I

3 Pc. Suits — 24.95 to 39.50

Q C

U N IT E D

to

22.50

S T A T E S
D EFEN SE

PORTER’S

FEM ININE APPAREL
106 E. College Ave.

TAILORED
FOR
S P R IN G

BONDS
STAMPS

Appleton

F o rty y e a r s o f e x p e r ie n c e
t o h e lp s o lv e y o u r

Plumbing and Heating Problems
W . S. PATTERSON CO.
Phone 4700

213 E. College Ave.

W AR NEEDS M ONEY

M odern Dry Cleaner
BETTER DRY CLEANER
222 Eost College Ave.
T h e s a m e b u ild in g a s
Y o u r E a s t E n d P o s ta l S u b - S t a t io n

I t w ill cost m oney to defeat o u r enem y aggressors.
Y o u r governm ent calls on y o u to help now.
B u y Defense Bonds or Stam ps today. M ake every
pay day B ond Day by participating in the Pay-roll Sav
ings Plan.
B onds cost $18.75 and up.

Stam ps are lOi, 25( a nd up.

The help of every individual ia needed .
G l a d ly d e liv e r e d t o y o u r r e s id e n t a l u n it .

Do y o u r p art by buying y o u r share every pay day.

These handsome c a l f
shoes were designed for
your comfort ond pleas
ure this spring. Brown or
block, plain-or wing tip s.
A feature value!

Only

3.79

Penney’s

age •
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Look Them Over Girls; Here are the Handsome Men You Picked—

I

LAW REN CE HANDSOME MEN — Shown above, top, left to right, are George Garmon, W ilburt Leudtke and Keith Ridgway; bottom, left to right, Bill Nolan, Dick Gaeth and John
pisher, who were chosen as Lawrence's six most handsome men by the feminine vote of the
Student body. T h is is the fourth annual poll conducted by the Lawrentian.

Rabbi Shulman
Speaks Herein
Convocation

As You Like It
Two of a Kind
BY ROBERT CARTER

A

S I live and breathe! It’s
here again!
The good old
gangster cycle — born A.D.
Speaker Talks on Moral
1933, weaned on tommy-guns artd
Issues That Confront
pineapples, buried with Chinese
checkers and knock-knocks, save
America in This Age
for a periodic rejuvenation or two.
Last Monday, February 23, Rabbi M.G.M. plays God this time, and
Charles E. Shulman of the North brings our Frankenstein back in
Shore Congregation of Israel, Glen the person of Johny Eager. Johnny
Is Robert Taylor, who still looks
coe, Illinois, presented one of the pretty enough to stuff, acts pre
finest and most pertinent convoca cocious enough to spank. He is a
tion lecturcs that has been heard very amazing mug, this Johnny
n this campus in a long time. Aid Eager He looks like — well. I ’ll
d by a facile tongue and a likable be darned — Bob Taylor. He dress
Personality,
Mr.
Shulman
put es like a page from Esquire, talks
(cross an impressive message, and like "A Dead End Kid,” makes love
couragingly enough the student with the zest of Neanderthal man.
dy responded. His subject was a Blame it on the script if you pre
ital one, "The Moral Issues Con fer. Taylor is at his best when he
ronting America," and he stressed says the least, and plays his own
rticularly that Americans are handsome self.
Lana Turner has that bedroom
¡hting for more than retention of
jnatcrial possessions, are fightingglint in her eye throughout and
for the independence which makes contributes her most appreciable
life worth living, but that they do moments by opening her beautiful
ot realize the basic issues involved orbs wide and smiling that youknow-what-klnd-of-a smile.
I ’m
1 the conflict
Beginning with the statement in sorry she doesn’t have more to do,
essence, that "there is nothing new
ider the sun” Mr. Shulman said the idealists, the modern optimists,
at certain propositions are com- who must maintain their democra
on to all ages, but that every age tic ideals and try to practice them.
11s to recognize that fact and so If the bulk of Americans are "bus
¡wails its lot as something new. iness as usual” or "law of the ju n 
A nd this age is no different than gle” boys, what’s the use of both
|Uxy other. Adults who were youths ering to win? Our purpose of w in
B t the time of the first World war ning would not exist in that case.
But if America is made up of ci
have had illusions shattered with
the coming of the second, but the tizens who love liberty and the
jrouthw of today must avoid this rights of Independence as express
pitfall. Today, in Europe, condi ed by our forefathers in the De
tions are deplorable because men claration of Independence, then
have not learned how to apply the there is some reason for us to fight,
principles of religion and philoso and we can and w ill preserve dem
phy to this mechanized age. We are ocracy. Shulman concluded by re
Hiring in a wonderful world, but ferring to Ralph Waldo Emerson’s
are we any better for the instru lectures, "The Times” delivered on
the eve of the Civil war and their
m entality denied our forefathers?
Outlines Types
lashing criticisms of the lack of
He outlined three general Amer faith and belief in the greatness of
ican types—the "Business as usual democratic Ideals at that time. In
hoys" who by their selfishness have essence Emerson said that liberty,
defeated the well-being of Am er Justice, and the attributes of a dem
ican society, the antiquarians who ocracy are not Inherited, but must
Would go back to the law of the be fought for and recreated in ev
Jungle or the ways of Fascism and ery generation.

S
C
J
E

E
S
E

for she’s obviously capable of do
ing it. The only real job of acting
in this piece is turned in by Van
Heflin,
Eager’s perpetually in 
ebriated, chain-smoking pal. As
needed Jeff, so this picture need
ed Heflin.
Johnny Eager has its share of
good minor performances, and
more than its quota of yeggs,
stools, and warped politicians —
not to forget Edward Arnold, and
a certain nondescript character
who utterly defies definition or
classification. He reminds me of
Moe.
So much for Moe, and so much
for Johnny. Now to sordid things.
Such as Don Ameche and Confirm
or Deny. And it’s too much, even
for me. Don is an American cor
respondent in wartorn Britain. He’s
even more pugnacious than our
good friend Taylor — believe it or
not. He sports a derby hat and
malacca cane, browbeats everyone
from the British Minister of Infor
mation to the office bulldog, and
is always Ameche - on - the - spot
when all hell breaks loose. And
still this kibitzer in the interna

tional chess game finds time to
pick up Joan Bennett in an air
raid shelter. Which is just about
the only logical and normal thing
he does do. Although I did regret
even this action before the picture
had run its wayward and panting
pace. Don is ever the ham, and
Joan is ever minus the old spark,
and never the twain shall meet.
There is lots of suspense and
stuff in the closing reels. Just Joan
and Don and a time-bomb in a
cozy little get-to-gether. O f course
the bomb didn’t explode, and
everybody knew it wouldn’t. But
you can’t blame me for hoping,
can you?
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